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ABSTRACT

A model for hadron hadron. scattering proceeding via the

exchange of masonic systems with isospin is constructed.  The

result can be cast in eikonal form with an effective Regge pole

potential.  Extensions of the model are discussed and comparisons

with other models  are  made.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

In the quest for an understanding of the phenomenon of high

energy hadron-hadron scattering, many different approaches have

been used.  One of the oldest, the so-called eikonal approxima-

(1.2,3)tion -

has recently received a great deal of attention in the
/

literature because of major theoretical advances in its employ-

( 2)
ment.  A gigantic program has been carried out by Cheng and Wu

using Feynman diagrams to calculate various combinations of elec-

tron, positron and photon scattering and production, and other

authors , using a variety pf different field theoretic techni-(4)

ques, have studied large classes of diagrams using a variety of

models.  The hope of course is that these studies will provide

important clues for a realistic description of the physical

hadron scattering amplitudes.

All of these eikonal model calculations are based however on

very .simple field theories, which neglect both isospin and the

possibility of exchanges of particles with spin greater than one,

(5)though following the work of S. J. Chang and Weinberg, Eichten

has considered the possibility of an eikonal approximatiqn for a

particle acting in an external field with arbitrary spin.--..

What we have done is to calculate the scatterin-g-amp.1.it,u-de
- ---

a +b -• a'+·bv, where a,a',b,b' are arbitrary one particle hadron

states (either stable hadrons or hadron resonances in the narrow
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width approximation) in the limit of infinite s = (patpb)2, taking

into account exchange of an. arbitrary number of medons and allowing

excitation by the mesons of the hadron states a;b to arbitrary

hadron resonance states. The mesons are constrained to lie on the

p-A2-f  exchange degenerate trajectory and the hadron states to
e

have no self-mass or vertex corrections.

The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section II

we analyze the amplitude for the scattering a+b- ,c+d b y ab-

sorption and emission of an arbitrary number of isospin one, spin

one, massive p mesons.  Using infinite momentum techniques we sum
I-I

-

the leading terms of each order of perturbation .theory to obtain

an exponentiated eikonal form for the scattering amplitude.
(6)

- -

The key to the procedure is an effectiqe commutativity of the

vertices, which holds even though the exchange particles have

isospin; this is a consequence of the superconvergence relations

for p hadron * p hadron scattering.  We emphasize this point

since this is precisely what distinguishes our work from other

attempts along these lines; if we had· considered exchange of

fictitious charged as well as neutron photons whose sources were

the isospin currents, the commutativity condition would not have

held and one could not obtain an exponential result for the seat-

tering aniplitude. The difference lies in the well known fact

that the current hadron + current hadron' scattering amplitude
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has a fixed pole· at J=1 whereas the p hadron =p hadron' does

not.

In Section III we review the derivation of the necessary super-

" convergence relation in the approximation of saturation by narrow

width resonances, much along the lines of the work of Bardakci
1

(7)and Segre and extend these considerations to superconvergence

relations for higher spin particles, namely the mesons lying on

the p-A2-fo exchange degenerate trajectory.

In Section IV, using the general class of relations derived

in III, we extend the calculations of II to include exchange of

not only p mesons, but all the mesons on the p-A2-f  trajectory.

We then use the Van Hove model to sum all meson exchanges in(8)

lowest order of perturbation theory and our techniques of II to

sum up all orders of perturbation theory.  The final answer is a

Reggeized eikonal expansion, i.e. an amplitude in which a Regge
(-- -Il --i.' -=.    - -   =

propagator appears in the eikonal function, rather than an ele-

mentary particle propagator.

An alternate approach which bypasses many intermediate

steps is also sketched.  The idea is to start directly by ex-

changing Regge trajectories rather than elementary particles and

then to obtain the analogue of a superconvergence relation for

Regge hadron - Regge hadron' scattering by considering the six

point function in the triple Regge limit region.
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In Section V, we present an algebraic derivation of the

resu].Ls·ijf S'„tction IL, anal.c,gous to the canonical approach to

massive Q.E.D. developed in reference 3. The various restrictions

we have imposed on our model are further clarified, this time

4       within a purely algebraic framework. The algebraic approach also

indicates that we have, in all probability, within our system an

infinite isotopic  spin multiplet with a resultant E(3) algebra.

Section VI contains a discussion on inelastic scattering

within our model.  The algebraic formalism introduced in Section

V is useful for such a discussion, and suggests ways of realizing

inelasticity ·effects.   Of course, the basic premise of eikonaliza-
tion lias little to say about such effects, and here is where addi-

tional assumptions have to be made. Within 'the context of the

effective Regge eikonal introduced in Section IV, we construct a

model based on duality to simulate inelastic scattering.  Such a

construction·is consistent with the Regge eikonal picture,·although

by no means necessitated in any way by our considerations up to    -

this  point.    A few gemarks  on the Pomeranchuk singularity  is  also

included in this section.
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II. EIKONALIZATION WITH p MESON EXCHANGE
--

In this section we consider the scattering of an initial

state consisting of two hadrons a and b with momentum pa' Pb

going to a final state of two hadrons a' and b' with momentum

Pa' '  pb' .    The  kinematics  is  such  that  s  =  (Pa.+Pb) 2- co while

t = (Pa-Pa')2 remains finite with of course pa+pb = pa'+Pb'.  We

do not treat the process in its full generality, but restrict

ourselves in this section to the class of diagrams depicted ·in

figure one, namely exchange of an arbitrary number of p mesons,

*                i.e.  isospin one, massive vector mesons. The hadrons along  the

a to a' line and b to b' line,. which we henceforth call a and b,

lines are arbitrary hadron resonances, whose excitation is allowed

by the quantum numbers of the reaction.  Two important restric-

tions are that we allow no self mass diagrams, i.e. the hadrons

are all consideted in the zero width approximation, as in dual

resonance models, and ·also that we take the hadron-hadron- p

coupling to be point like and given by its on mass shell value;

this means that there are also no vertex corrections taken into

-        account.  We realize these are severe restrictions, but it is

all we're equipped to solve at the moment.

The approach we shall use is to employ infinite momentum

-/

variables P+ = Po+93, P-=Po-P3 with p being a two-dimensional

vector perpendicular to the third axis.  The N exchanged p mesons
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2        have of course their momenta qi restricted by the condition

N1   qi = k where ·k'2  =  t.    We  let  s  = m by having  in the center  of
1=1

mass      system     12 a.i- ' Pt)-      ...   \/-r -*     Co,       i  .  e  .       s      =     Pa.+Pt,-      4-    P a- P l) 4.-      PaPb

-P  Pa+ b-
· The approximation we adopt for calculating our vertices and

.

(2)propagators is analogous to that of Chang and Ma in that we

keep only the leading term in  s.  Thus the vertex on line a at

which the jth vector meson with isospin aj is absorbed by the

1 nj_1'th hadron is approximated by

<v1 ;   -1         \     i   («.,  1   11\             22.           S  · ,  ·      +      IS-          tl  , ..,M i       (9  1  )

-,

73)1 J/ rji                               (1)

.-

and· its emission by the rk-lgth hadron on line b by

h./i J
< rk.,1 V ' ('ti   fa> Qi.  2.'. - \1.5   1-'1"r. (-2(i).J)

(2)

The important kinematical feature to note about the above equa-

tions  is the matrix M depends only on q , not on q  - or q   .
This is a consequence of working in the infinite momentum frame

(it is tacitly assumed throughout that q  is a finite four vector,

i.e. we assume q /p  , q-/Pb- * 0).  The key to our results will+ a+

be a dynamical feature of the M matrices, namely that they com-

mute

-

      vt «    (   4. )    ,   rri  "i  (El,,)                  .        -
-

-,  14 ) \1
(3)
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:-          where the above ,equation is to be interpreted not as an operator

equation, but as a relation between matrix elements which follows

after a complete set of intermediate states, approximated by

zero width hadron resonances, is inserted.  This equation, a

consequence cf the helicity flip· two AI=1 superconvergence rela-

tion, will be discussed later on in the article. For the moment

let us just assume that it holds.

The vector meson propagator is

--
1 r, 91  +  9 ri 95'5                              - 4  1

Des   i vJ       /   9 J )
AK P

.

'11 - 1.'i
(4)

but we have made the assumption that the matrix elements of V,

r  the p-hadron-hadron vertices have no off mass shell corrections--

and hence

9 1'1  4 1  4 «*  1 >rj
(5)

so  the qgqv terms  may be dropped  from  the o meson propagators.

The hadron propagators have of course poles; the typical such term

,,-        corresponding to the njth resonance on line a, i.e. the state a

--. reaches after absorbing j vector mesons is

L                                                                                                                             -
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j                                  A

D„i      (    P.    +       E 9,3 ......
-4
--.- 1

8-1     / ( p.+  6,99.)- '"4  '; 1

i
.-I

A.,

...                       ct...,.' j  c  *4.9.-).' r  "

.4-
<2:6

IT  (t  clg.)   .'., E
<St                  (6)

to leading order  in   \ " in the denominator,     We have assumed  that

all other terms which are at most 0(1) may be neglected; of course

this is only true, as we stated earlier if q4/p4 -o 0 and if the
masses of the excited hadron resonances remains bounded,

m /  s  -  0. The
integrals  over  qj  give

as. volume element

41')4 1   6 C 1 1  9,- k) '13   -&491\  3=1 - 
i(Lir)4 (7)

However a, a' have infinite momentum along the positive z axis

and be b' along the negative z axis so that Pa-  Pa'.' Pb+' Pb'+

-.

-

-  0   and  hence  k_,   k4  +
0 which reduces the above express ion   to

L
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.                                                                               a.'32 (er')' 1  2 (2   cli-)  S (2 'li,)  fi (  23  29< -TZ )i   J r'                                                                            /J.r 1

x   "   3,9  &91- 293j+

J=I   -
2 1 (1*)4

e.1

=           1 (=24 i    28  ( il   « ·    \   r C i  li.)      T      (19$,_a.91-  'Ai 32 i KJ- j U 3-t         J= 1 16 (Al'54

X -

G·Try     J                                                   J. ,

(8)

Combining all these factors we find that the sum of all N

meson exchange diagrams is
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1,-e>
.

32,1. >       /       rl               (f                          4                   A  -7                6     4       '  5

. » T

-7-A   .-    2 (27,)4 i   i  --4 6 -' '.- D   Tr   '91+ fic{j-40  6  '4-          BJ

(1,try- .          3=1 2  I  (elf)4
u·9'C 1 J J

--

x          C   :_-t                    ,     
SP.J. -'.     S v i , _                s"    

                               1

Ct 4 -  /11
' -39 -1

3-
ts      f /                                                           N!

'-'
1-

A 5
M«'(91)      C        .          M«'(1'0   -      i

-

,  ,   CY,4, 1

Fer,·46<tatiolt.f            :                              
                                              

                                      MR«* \ 1
C--h.

-. - * *At'Fr=#---
on (ine a 1 1 -     + i

L 91-*11+,L
4£ 9 K-* it       -1,«'.

X  -J. 'vt .4,/--7 \ 1

M '4(ziL)  ..4.....        1        '·A'1'1/-= r
E

1 '  < 1,) 1-1 l-90)rer,·.0.  ''US Ai-1-
ob    04 6      6 » 91+ 4 i C E 9%+41£ -161

65,1

(9)

where the permutation.   sums   mean   we   must   inc lude all orderings   in

which the mesons are emitted at line b and absorbed at line a,

Since the permuting is done separately on lines a and b, we must

divide by N:· to compensate for the overcounting.  The s N/sN-1

factor arises because we have 2N vertices and 2(N-1) propagators

each  with  a \ -s factor.

The M matrices all commute with one another so that they can

al 4 aN 4be arranged sequentially  as  M     (ql) · · · · ·M     (qN)   for any ordering,
„      For the hadron resonance propagators we use the relation
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Z      .(91-+d)(31- + 94-+i 9 - -· C X 4.-» '0 SCi '(i-)ref val<,41-,0415 i k=/ .V Jji

-  G iwi) '-' 3- 8 (,ti-)4-l
(10)

z          and·the analogous one for the denominators on line b, with q-

-2        replaced of course by q4.  The end result is then

/1&7& FJ

14«'166'
(15)1          N !

(11)

with
. T>

'

.  0(. /   .-: \

'  , '  »         A  '0(/7' \        M        (- Ci )X (ti) ;    39* 4'1- « 2(9-) S,09,)
e 1.1 ly)

.-

c ie  (92-"cr)

-                           I            (          8 1 -2         -     i   .€
.72

11(i) 2 .d (-W)-9     3  11- e
(2.Tri'   0( t'. t.,S) (12)

where the dot product of the M'.s is in isospin space.

We finally obtain then an expression for the scattering

-          amplitude by summing over N

-                                               -irr cel B')- 1 \-T = E-G =     - li S
f    '1*       f-                                                                04«''  1'3,

Nol
(13)

L
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The total amplitude sums to an eikonal form,. with the eikonal

function X expressed in terms of the p hadron hadron amplitude.

It is proportional to s and, even though we exchange an arbitrary

number of isospin one mesons, the whole amplitude is an isoscalar

'        in the s.channel. From the t channel point of view all isospin

exchanges are present, which violates our intuitive notions of

decreasing amplitudes for higher t channel isospin exchanges; we

will return to this point in Section IV.  Finally we would like

to comment that the extension to SU(3) is obvious.

III. SUPERCONVERGENCE RELATIONS

In this section we would like to explain why it is that the

M(4) matrices discussed in the previous section commute.

Consider, for arbitrary hadron states c, c' in the s -+ m

limit, the difference of the scattering amplitude for

pa + c *P O+ c.' minus that for pB + c=p a + c·' where pa and. PO

are p mesons with momenta respectively of q and q'.  We write this

difference in the approximation that the scattering amplitudes are

completely dominated by s and u channel resonances which we label

as n. We approach s = m by having the z components of the momenta

of c and c' tend to infinity, while q and q' remain finite to

2leading order pc.F = pc, + = P+ and fpciq) 2 -+ P+q-, (Pc,iq)

+  + p q_;  we  take  as .p hadron hadron vertices  the form found  in

II,  eq. (1),  and thus find for· the difference AT of the
-       klv
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scattering amplitudes
-.

, A 4/->1 A J  F     / _'A /4\
A Tr,       92        11:     4        P+   n « n  l,i )  p,  In «C' li-,1  +        P.  M ji  (3')   1'+  Ml, tet,

--- -*--

2.

P + cl-      - vhll -  t --472

/#Al
_               P,   1»1  11   fi{)    i'+  M liff)         _          p.   1'1 ,  (A')    P, M' c'  li  )',

1 -....

..                  J
1                                                                                                 L

pt q -    -  rA n -pt q -     -Yn 4

(14)

--% We now assume the mass spectrum of intermediate rescnant states

.-_       is bounded i.e. m2 << p q_ as p  - co which implies

A-Trv    -3  A -T+ + -, lit I. MK(Ei),Mr,Gr')] cc  ( 15)
I

wher.e the above is meant not as an operator. equation, but as a

relation between matrix elements after introducing a complete set
.

of resonant states in the commutator.

We now note however that the p trajectory is the leading

trajectory contributing to AT - , which asymptotically behaves

therefore as

AT                                             v   Crty_)*f (6-1')9t.   - (< '4,)2)1
f ((9-7')2)

4   ,        3                       (16)
<      4 4- 40©  0.-1') < me

1
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since the p traj·ectory a (t) < 1  for t = (q-q')2 < m 2.  From
P                                                P

equation (15), we see that AT behaves  like p   ae  n .  -• m whereas
+4-

-

+  . v  :1.

x                   from our above general argument  we  have  seen this cannot  be  true;.--

the  resolution is to impose..-

FiA  K  / _, \         k A    B / 7,9, \ 7
1-  1., 1      C<i  ) 9   17.   i. 1         1                             0-1    C C'

(17)

'         the desired condition.  This. is nothing other than the well known:..

AI = 1, helicity flip two superconvergence relation in the.-

resonance saturation approximation.  To refresh the reader's

mind what this says is that writing

-r AT-i  -    P  p   A (sit) 4 .-- _i ry       -   I r  V ' .
(18)

a P( )-2one can show that A(s,t) - S and hence, using a dispersion

relation

tiv#           s       C    I,4   A  62)      ei  s   ,it=     s ALS,+) ..--. == 0
S »CIO S  toe                        U                         S' -   S

=#     j 1= A (sbl-)  - O
(19)

-        and saturating the integral over the.absorptive part with zero

width resonances, one recovers eq. (17).  (For a discussion of

this problem and its potential applications, see the paper by

(7) *Bardakci and Segre   .)

A minor point is that we probably could have made our argu-

nient directly for T   rather than have to consider the difference
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AT since experience with notions of duality lead one to believe
-E+

.

that saturation with s and & channel zero width resonances is con-

s·istent with the. leading Regge trajectory being the meson one,

1.e. diffraction scattering is generated by effects neglected in

this  approximation. We shall. return  to this point in Section  IV.

These arguments may be extended to higher spin fields.

a
Consider an isospin one, spin N field 0 : its coupling

vlv2...· VN
to hadrons is described by a vertex analogous to that of eq. .(1) .

in section II for arbitrary hadron resonance states c and c'

A

6 V*, +   F   .3   ,  CC-ir 9
'1=,  CM   Ce)')     ,

66=i

(20)

from which we can immediately deduce the superconvergence relation

(in the usual sense of a relationship between matrix elements)

L   M  ,    CK),    M I  (9   )1 -- 0           (21)
r-   ' c< -> / \ 7

with M previously defined equal to Ml (we must have N 2 1).  There

are of course a much larger class of superconvergence relations

than the simple one we have written above for high spin particles,

because of the possibility of large helicity flip th with a con-

a p (t)-Ahsequent,asymptotic behaviour of S , but we shall not dis-

cuss these in this article.  Finally we remark that one may con-

sider scattering of hadron by a spin Nl particle leading to hadron
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plus.spin N2 particle, and derive then the condition

[  M :, CK )  ,   M 't  (Fi,)-1
(22)

This will allow us to sum the contribution of higher spin particles

as well in our eikonal approximation.

*he superconvergence relations of course only hold for on
--            (6)mass shell particles, which is why in our previous note we

only calculated the t channel discontinuity of the amplitude.

This had the effect of replacing the p meson propagators by

D t.v  (9) --5 2   1\ / -  \-  5 rg   S (9 -»ir) l-'19 (23)

and placed the p mesons of course on the ·mass shell. Since the

relation of Eq. (10) in II means contributions only come from

q_   =·q   =  0,   we   then  had to continue    to  1 i   =   i¢ in order   to

have a non-vanishing 6 function above.  However all this.is un-

necessary in the approximation of neglecting all vertex and self

mass corrections, in which case on and off mass shell propagators

and vertices coincide (of course we take the physical value for

the matises).
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1

IV. REGGEIZED EIKONAL MODEL

There is an important conceptual problem which has been

glossed over so far and that is the relative consistency of our ex-

pression for the scattering amplitude in II, eq. (13), which says

the scattering amplitude behaves asymptotically like - s, i.e. as
if there were a fixed pole at J = 1, with our assumption of Regge

asymptotic behaviour necessary for the superconvergence relation

which in turn ascribed an asymptotic behaviour of S to theap(t)

scattering amplitude.  .Furthermore, our result says that· in terms

of t channel exchanges, the amplitude for AI = 1,29...etc. as

well as AI = 0 (I is isospin) behaves like s asymptotically, which

is inconsistent with experiment. We believe the source of our
difficulty to be in the fact that p exchanged in the p hadron

scattering amplitude from which the commutativity condition eq.

(3) is derived is assumed to be a Reggeon whereas the p exchanged
in the eikonal sum is treated as an elementary particle.  We hhall

show two different, but practically equivalent ways to circumvent

this difficulty.  The first allows for arbitrary spin exchange in

the eikonal and then uses the Van Hove model(8  to sum;.the second
starts by having the exchanged particles be Reggeons.

A.  Van Hove Model(8)

In II we discussed the general superconvergence relations

which led to the commutativity of MN1(4) with MN (g').  A simple
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solution. to the algebraic problem of the M 's is to assume that
a

for all N, M  = Ml = Ma.  (A relative factor with the dimensions
of (mass)-N necessary for dimensional reasons has been set equal

to unity.)

- (8)In the Van Hove model one allows for the exchange of the

whole set of particles lying on a Regge trajectory, with the mass
relation  i.e. -the funct ional dependence  of  m2(J)  on J being  that
of the trajectory so that for an infinitely rising trajectory we

have a mass spectrum that goes to infinity. In    addition.  we    must

allow MI to be a two by two matrix in isospin space so that we

allow isospin zero as well as isospin one mesons to be exchanged
(e. g . the co and fo in addition to the p and A2) all lying on the

same trajectory, i.e. exchange degeneracy holds.  We then have

instead of a single p exchange a sum over·exchanges

<n t v ; CK) 1 n'>   D * (9 ) <r t v y« (-i, ) 1 r,3
-» -,

14 .-

-'-%    M.,1,60. M rr, (-2i).-'

1 - #Vf

--3 f f '), - Pl,„.,  CK)    .    Fl.'.   (-TO
I=l 12- m.(Tr)

(24)

which can be summed for s<1 and then analytically continued to
s > 1 to give Regge asymptotic behaviour

L
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F (x' (99 M.4' (R') 'F-<r-r. (-ii)
s 1 (c *)       -'

- --VI.--------I--
..Il--I....*.*.--I--

S ·1 Il'ri- O< CYL 

(25)

This may be inserted into our calculations of Section II.

Note that factors of '\ 7  x \  T  have to be removed from the

above to cancel the 1/  17 factors in the hadronic propagators

at the sides of the generalized ladders.  When this is done we

obtain 811 exoression for the scattering amplitude identical to

that of Section II, eq. (13) except for the fact that %(6) is re-

placed now by an effective Reggeized x(b) which we call XR(b)

 X R (-c) =      i  (cie#if  er *-d    rd'(LK,)  s«GR'5-1    Mof). ist(-f)
J \Z

Ce.li) S i ATT ol <9*)

2

(26)

Note that this coincides with our previous result if in-

stead. of a variable a(-12), we fix a at the value one and have

f--    -1  /  C     -*1 1.1 4     K   V ci ) ,-·-, I.,LL\ -5
.......=

-> 1 1 (27)
s i KTr oc I- 1 ) 9   +.6,4.f

If, however, we use a physical value for the trajectory, we dis-

-2cover that a(-q ) < 1, in fact using the approximately known inter-

cept for the p trajectory 04(0) - 1/2, we are led to surmise
=2

a(-q ) · 1/2.

This has important consequences for the asymptotic.behaviour

in s of the amplitude.  First of all, we discover that.the asymp-

totic behaviour is no longer T -s f (k2) but rather (ci is
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independent of.s)

0(  (-lt L) -        0   s  2  g  (-12 2 j    -  1V CL S + L 1

4

(28)

so we see that the leading term has conventional Regge behaviour.

A further consequence is that the AI = 1,2,3... now no longer

all have the same asymptotic behaviour in s; to get AI = N one

ixRneeds the. N' th term in the expansion of e and this falls very

rapidly to zero.

What we have derived here is the so-called Reggeized eikonal

expansion first discussed by Arnold(10).  In fact in his multi-

channel derivation there is an interesting analogue to our super-

convergence relations, namely he requires·all potentials to be the

iame just like all our M's are, and furthermore he needs

[V(r) )V (r')  = 0 (29)

wh-ere V(r) is the potential.
b

A R-egge eikonal form has been derived by several other

authors , basically by iterating t-channel ladders which give
(11)

Regge behaviour. We shall discuss some of these calculations in

VI; though the results appear similar to ours, they are of course

very different from our calculations, relying as they do on an

L
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underlying field theory to obtain the scattering amplitude and

hence neglecting isospin, hadron resonances, etc.

B. Tripl.c Regge Li.mit

The superconvergence relatian (17) can also be derived

directly by examining Reggeon + hadron - Reggeon + hadron scatter-

ing or alternatively a six point function as depicted in fig.  (2) .
2

In the li.mit of (Pb-Pc) 2 = q2, (p, -p' ) = q'  finite withD    C

2
(pafpb)2   =    s    and    (pa pb-pc)        =   r both tending    to inf inity,.  we·

deduce the asymptotic behaviour of the amplitude in fig. (2)

using the well known triple Regge limit as depicted in ·figure 2b..

Assume that particles b,c and b' ,c' are. such that the leading

- trajectory is the p, i.e. the bc and b'c' states have I=1 etc.;

furthermore let us antisymmetrize in a and B so that the trajectory

coupling to a, a' also has·I = 1.  For sid.plicity let us go to the

forward direction in particle a, i.e. 0 =p ' and then write a a

(Pa4Pb')2 = s' (pafpb'-pc')2 = r' = r. The asymptotic behaviour

of fig. (2b) is then given by

AurisYHM. Thle 6.E REGGE
)

-

-'    .13 1,(,).t  1 'c  (ci' )    13 1,  (ci, * )    E..'1'aa +6  +  O   -4    0,;  4 6  + C '

el(1 )  /s, )°< (9    r- ci(0)'  rl. (cl',9'9 (- r)
1-
\.r 1

(30)

. , where the B's are residue functions, 1 is the triple Reggeon

•1
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vertex and the trajectory functions a(t) are all taken to be the

p trajectory.

Alternatively, one may calculate in the resonance approxima-

2
tion, as shown in fig. (2a) and find  for r>> (resonance mass)

-- - ANT, SYMH. , RE€eWANCE pv                     r   4        C        2\         n     B         Co 1.\      C    S  \4 (9*)/  s  ' \O l (9' 9
afk·* c  -1  9'4 '6' 4 C

' P b c    L Gl    j      JJ b'c '  (7  ) 11
--

v (-1tri Crj

l M. (Er), M ,(43 (t)' . 1r
(31)

the coupling of the pa trajectory to the state of an incoming par-

ticle labelled by a and an outgoing resonance n is given by

(811(q))   x E- with r = (Pa+q)2 = (Pa-Ki')2.  A comparison of
an   q-

(30) and (31) leads once again to

[  M«(fi),    M  *( 9   3  3   =
0 (32)

-3,\ *T

which allows us to derive directly the eikonal expansion with the

eikonal function X.  as given in equation (26) .
'sia (q2)

As a final comment to this section, : the   forms   1-1
\r/

As'j«(q'2)

<r-)
appeared in equations (30) and (31) because the cosines

S                  S'of scattering .angles zab'za'b'' for s, r, r -* m and sv, r, -6 CO

r
behaved respectively as f and ·sl . One might wonder then why ourr
Reggeon propagator in (26)  had the form sa((12) rather than /2- a(q2) ;

lr
'

the reason is that after eikonalizing, as we saw in equation (10),
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we introduce a 6.(q_) so r-p q= -i n t h e considerations of
4. -

but

thissubsection,/does not in the eikonal formula where p  -0  CO

but q_ - 0.  One might then call into question the assumption that

2
r >> m  the resonance mass squared; such are the ambiguities with

ri

which our procedure is fraught.  Our chain of limits is to first

take r - co, neglect resonance masses, sum the exchanges which

leads to the 6(q-) factors and then write the formal sum.

It is even more difficult to test the validity.of our model

-          than to test conventional field theoretical eikonal models, since

we have no underlying Lagrangian.  The one relevant remark that
model

we  can make  is  that  the dual resonance /does satisfy the supercon-

vergence relations which are the base of our calculation; however

the intermediate state resonances in that model do have masses

going all the way to infinity and it is not a correct approxima-

tion to say that the Beta function, B(s,t), when expressed as a

sum over s channel poles has the large·s behaviour

r r
8. - Cs,11        -             f            '_k__l,L-            -»             -k-               n,,  r.,40'                         s- M<

(33)

where the r's are vertices between initial or final states and

intermediate resonances. It is possible that we are taking the

c orrect meson propagator  but our expression for meson (Reggeon)

+ hadron - meson(Reggeon) + hadron is incorrect.
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V.  OPERATOR FORMALISM=.

A.  Dynamical Aspects

We present .in this section an operator description·of our

previous results.  Let
B (k)

denote the field operator for the
p-meson, in momentum space.  We shall define Na(k) to be that

P.

operator whose matrix elements are the form factors of p coupling, ,

to the systems considered.  We shall suppose that the dominant ma-

trix elements of gi (k) in the infinite momentum ].imit are between

single resonance particle states.  Under .such circumstances, the

effective interaction Hamiltonian for the system may be written

(12)as

Hi'st,  ==  a.( '13!i  ./l« C.R» j B *7*): +4.:.
A- D  , ·.·.·-'•- :0-ru U ek'

(34)

Within the eikonal approximation, we shall be interested only
-I

in those H. which involve integration over "slow" k's.  Weint

normalize the operators by

r       t  K    /   1 4
1- B 1. l.li)  ) 8: (FOJ =  3-re a)k go)02.72,3

(35)

When we look at fast moving sources along the z-direction, we get

11·                        C  4112  -6 4
'VA .     =            f       \ - 1  K + (St)   B-« 0: )     +    j.»  (e)  Br 212 i,)  1.  11.  .  0.'  gcok l u

to leading order in the energy of the sources.

To sum up multiple meson exchanges we first perform a

canonical transformation to get rid of all explicit B-dependence.

L
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(We.shall defer. all discussions on inelastic scattering.)  The

relevant unitary transformation U = eiF we require is generated,

as in reference 3, by

1    02)   BI  (T, )  .1F =   «   i   i  tkly   f   1'431»   » - -

1                       J        16)k   CO-  z 03 + h Z         -3
(37)

In evaluating the result of.this transformation, we shall

need to know [9 (k),9 (k)].  It is clear that within the.eikonal

approximation
9  &  and 9 <<,- 

will commute, to leading order.  What

is not clear is the commutator of ga and e B

(+) g (+) .

The key observation we are making is that this commutator

is, in fact, zero, to leading order.  The basis for this observa-

tion lies in the validity of the superconvergence relations dis-

cussed in a previous section.  With this additional piece of in-

formation, we may go through a procedure analogous to that carried

(3)out in the analyses of massive Q.a.D. , and obtain f6r an effec-

tive potential for quasi-elastic scattering:

2&'  
cl 00£3-Q       '10«    (-52)     11(--Ef)

1It -+ *2
(38)

to leading order.  The resulting scattering operator can now be

obtained by going to the interaction picture, just as before,
(3)

and we get
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i  (H, 4-11,:)-t -  I    ( 11 A  t  11  6) "t

V ..r. r.(T.   (t                   e                           V    e

2 &2 j &,C f 2, k,-' 1 ( 3 1 9 (-I 
A .

kiw + +2

(39)

where HR and HL are the free Hamiltonian for the resonances moving

with infinite momentum to the right and left. The scattering

operator simplifies by virtue of the commutativity of 9's:

f =    T e" F i _ i     J    v  , 4T.,PicT.
C  . (ir

(t) At Fjv

- i i,j.te.    li (t)   3.f (-19
*-       d                             -r) 0

*1      +  Wl-

(40)

which is our previous result, of Section II, written in an opera-

tor language.

The derivation of this final equation parallels that of the

analogous equation for massive neutral vector meson theory.
(3)

The resulting amplitude give a constant cross-section just as

before; our resonance approximation is unable to produce any sup-

pression for charge exchange cross-sections.  Possible ways of

L
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bringing  about  charge-exchange  suppr.ession  hme, been discussed  in

Section IV.

B.  Algebraic Aspects

It is interesting to look at the impl.f.cations of the commu-

tativity conditions on the algebraic structure of the theory.

Let us, for the sake of argument, suppose that our system possesses

only isotopic symmetry.  The generators of SU2 and the effective

source of the p-field at high energies then define the algebra

of E(3)
...

/ (r,  (2 11     =     i   E't PY  Ge

I. A ,)<       .....P

'.7 .     ARY   Dr
L.                                -*-                      L        E     -  j,   0            -CA)O

11

N  °<        · f    Pi
-1                                                        (41)

Qa is th:. isotopic group generator, while ya is the operator

whose matrix elements give the couplings of the p quanta to the

matter system.  Therefore, the states used in evaluating the

eikonal. operator are representations of E(3) algebra.

The algebra of E(3) is non-compact, and, these representa-

tions therefore contain infinite isotopic  spin multiplets.  It

should be noted, however, that these multiplets are all moving

very fast: the E(3) structure is one that is true only to leading

order in the infinite momentum limit. The situation fs then

(13)analogous to the one in strong-coupling theories.
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It is probably true that conventional Yang-Mills type

models do not possess such a structure, for in such models the

source    of    the   Yang-Mill    quanta    is    in   fact the isotopic        spin

current.  The only algebraic structure is that of SU(2).

The source of the p-field in such models are mostly generated

by a gauge principles and, while eikonalization cannot be proved,

it is probably also true that the amplitudes of such models do

not superconvorge. The defining statement for .the model considered

is superconvergence, so that we are not analyzing the class of

gauge models,  The gauge principle, normallY 9 will generate a

source for the p-field .which is diagonal in the multiplets of

hadrons.  Within our resonance approximation, no excited states

will be included in the intermediate states. To simulate excited

states contribution in our scheme, we must add an interaction

Lagrangian which is explicitly off-diagonal in the multiplet fields,

However the precise form in which this coupling takes will not be

determined by the gauge principle.  Therefore, the source function

need:,not satisfy any algebraic relations characteristic. of the

symmetry of the effective Lagrangian, The requirements on the

asymptotic behavior of the amplitudes  (i.e., the superconvergence

relations), however, do place constraints on our system, and it is

these constraints that enable us to eikonalize.
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V I. .       INELASTIC    EFFECT 0•2

In all of our considerations, we have implicitly assumed

that the dynamics of f2 st moving states is decoupled from that of

slow moving ones.  The final eikonal form. for scattering is valid

only in the approximation that slow moving dynamics is absent.

We have, of course, not proved tnat such a separation is always

possible, although studies of explicit field theory models(293)

.suggest the validity of sucn assumptions.  Here, we take it to be

one of the properties defining our model considerations.

Now, the states defining the eikonals interact via exchanges

of slow moving particles, and these, once emitted, may interact

among themselves. The final  form  of the scattering operator,  sug-

gested by model field theories,(3  is

D.-- .7         T   e xp.   <    1   j  "    V  '(t)    «1  t- VO -00 (42)

where So is the eikonal scattering operator, and H.   Vs is the1nt

Hamiltonian controlling the time evolution of the exchanged states.

As long as we are interested in elastic or quasi-elastic

amplitudes, we may suppose that S  is adequate to describe scat

tering.  We have, in Section V, taken into account the VS effects,

within our approximations, by means of resonances of arbitrarily

high spins.  As we saw in this previous section, the net effect

of such exchanges is to convert the exponent of So into effective
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Regge eikonal factors.  The full scattering operator is then

O           5 9'   C '11('  M«(El) 1'1*Ii) dell" (A,1x-)               4=                e   X. t.         J        -<;:---  1          j     CA        .U.        '

          0111.)         4

A 02   < T-74   *62)- i       .»
-

....

./  ,                                                   S 0: 0   ..1.i.  0<    C-  4 1 ../.        \Al 2   ,   \14= pt » 00+-A ReGGE .............

/ -47 2 \

5  1  41  4   C-k i)
(43)

62The fact that absence of V" implies absence of inelasticity

can be seen from the derivation of S  given in the last sectiont

the effective potential contains no bremsstrahlung:  The construe-

tion of S0 is exactly analogous to that of reference (3), and, as

was pointed out there, no inelastic scattering can occur within

the eikonal approximation.  We briefly review the argument here

in our present context.

We write the. total Hamiltonian. following the notation of

reference (3) as

M. 4
H- HA+HL +HS + rT' *'  '

002        p  4

H  i «t.        ™             3 r        B
(44)

Once again, Ba(k).describes slowly moving particles, and 9 (k) con-
.'.
.--

sists solely of the fast moving particles.  Within the eikonal

context, we require that these commute. Suppose now that we wish

to evaluate the cross-section for scattering into a final state

involving N slowly moving mesons. Denote such a state by
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 b,ki...k,0· . ...  Following standard reduction procedure, as, for
1\1 .    C .-  ).

(14)
instance, spelled  out in Schweber,

I                                                                  + g,
1 k 1

1 \
8              (8, )         S t  «»( 40  ......       B t . 0 (k  A\*>11'' RL   .   ·-    R.4/1.-)

i.                         f  If '(40 84"Ct' \      St«w,
.--,------- .2   , . . . „            Clk

.....

'   i. . -   kh#i i                                                                                                                                                                                                 F-3   +  (.Ok ,·t ·· . .  - RA

f ' C L.4 G'«, Ck,b . - I -/ 3 i *83,4..... * (45)

All states above are exact eigenstates of H. Let us now say

that N = 2; the relevant cross-section then depends on the

amplitude

+ 8 C ., »  j.82(k,0 Ft«'0"fill,>-,  -   R.«6 (1,„62).
»  1  {i, ,(A ,)    B          , '14./ (46)

We may,  if we wish, rewrite this in a form independent of B'li(ki):

1                                        2    a 1 //k   \  i  i   \

R.«6 (4   k.1 =   5, <94 -1.' (AJ
-

.3.         C       1'11  t /4 31  )     JJ j
E«-Col ,-H-,6

1---. f' (kbill,+  <a I ·i«'(14'j
--

6)               'Ea+C,)p, 1 - H-, i
(47)

This final form for R (k- .k2)may be used as the starting point
ab  1'

for a perturbative evaluation of R   (k- -k2). Within the context
ab  1'

of our resonance approximation, this is equivalent to examining

only the Born terms.  Therefore
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« ,4

11 ..t,  (6.,140     =         E     .     Lai     .&  41(1'4       t.,.E(hi)   1  6>(.,                   0  CL 41*
4 ---+-- --

E L    -  6)4 2  -E,1  -/  8

oll , \

+   7   <0,1 1'1 0.,)  t·,b (41) Ibj
L                                                                            --                                 C  (-)

E   4   +  6)kz  -E b   -  i  e

=-33 -

(=L-    ) <fal il.'16,1 11"Al)]16>t(19)   t  «11'4

(48)

Here, we have used infinite momentum kinematics, with E E " 9
a' n  '

and we have ·also supposed that kil s came from the right-moving

system.

We have gone into some lengths to arrive at this result,

which is quite apparent using the method of canonical transforma-

tion of the last section.   We have done so to bring out a formal

analogy with strong coupling models. Recall that in such(15)

models one normally solves for the equation of motion within the

static limit, allowing for no inelastic effects.  This forces the

commutativity of the coupling matrices through a set of equations

analogous to equations (45) to (48). In our considerations,

P+ = 2W plays the role of the nucleon mass in the static limit,

while our resonance approximation parallel.s the Born approximation

used in strong coupling theories.
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Of course, at high·energies, we expect highly inalastic

effects to occur. To handle this, it will be necessary to con-

sider one or both of the following alternatives, in light of the

above circumstances.  Firstly, we may relax our resonance approxi-

mation; and secondly, we shall have to include slow moving particle

dynamics.  With respect to the first alternative, let us remark

that the kind of inelastic effects We were talking of above is

the analogue of emission of slow particles by bremmstrahlung in

massive Q.E D.  There, such processes are forbidden if one uses

the eikonal approximation, and the result is true even if we

were to include fragmentation.  Thus, we expect that the first

alternative, by itself, is insufficient to give inelasticity.

We must, therefore, consider slow moving dynamics. In Feynman

diagram language, we must sum over lower diagrams.  The actual

inelastic cross-sections are then proportional to the various

s-channel discontinuities.

The total Hamiltonian H of the system may be written as
tot

H tel..    =      14 A  + 11 1.  +  Ms  +  4 + \11    -       1 4+  \/S                      (49)

Notice that inclusion of V into H . where V describes.theS       tot'        s

interaction of slow moving states, will modify the definition of

the scattering states. Where previously we had built up the com-

plete scattering states perturbatively from eigenvectors of

HR + HL' assumed to be given by narrow resonances, we must now



build these from F .0 H  + Vs.  If, in a·given step in the pertur-R   L

bation    we    nave    a    state    with   one    or    more    slow,  moving    prs,    denoted

by  b,kl'.-k > ., !b> being a narrow rei:·onant state, then, sayIl

for n = 1,

91  i \ .t/ ,i.    \    11     \

1 D, 7.1 2 0.-  C '21)  I  b /21..    .+ »,„ (50)-                                               f       ,  : M

where

11\  . -..... --%-- 1-, i '3. +  11-6>4 4
A ' i i ·.  1             vs     )      -"  $4 ,           1

, 1% _\/ tiE) (51)(EM- 11R-ni. ps
The non-vanishing'of |X> will most certainly introduce widths in-

to the resonances.  In Feynman diagram language, the non-vanishing

of  x   is   responsible   for non- trivial vertex  and mass corrections

ta the resonance approximations.  We shall, in the following,

explicitly see how this comes about.  The,form of the corrections

will, not unexpectedly,. depend on VS.

The exact nature of Vs is, of course, at present ubclear,

and we must, once again, resort to models.  One such model is

:        presented in Section IV, where the effect of Vs is approximated

by the exchange of resonances of arbitrarily high spin.  The re-

sult sums up to a Regge eikonal form.

An equivalent way of understanding the result is by suppos-

ing that VS is actually that potential that causes the scattering

to take the form as prescribed by dual resonance models.  Consider

then the resulting amplitude to-the first non-trivial order as
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shown in fig. 3. Then, temporarily ignoring isospin, the ampli-
tude is

A  C  2.,taf ,  i,0, r,f)     ,=       f    '141 (P+12(1-) c-      -1
o#

X-

D /_ h -ty-A, .12 1
7«       1,«                                 ,>6 - tw 

1       -    s (bt)(p-,6 341»
x             83 +     CLS,  t)

(k'-=')'((PA'- th - «=')

-               r € r M gt  0,.t I  0 W f , (52)

The integration is over slow moving momenta while 84 is the

standard beta function: (16)

B (s,t)
FC,1 - cz (1,})  r CA -* ct>)                                           1

1. „ (r-   4 (s)   -  4 .(1-) j . I

s:= Ci,i-L)2 t=      (p-- F. j (53)
/\1

OS» ,(P..,1 ,\,  2, \14   -->    00

h , MA, p         &  A t, i b e r s
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Therefore

A   Cp«. p.: ,   ·     D t.     D i , ) r          i,     ,                    on                   £71     *1                  i     j.                 .  ,     i                            &    2.+1

I    .C,l  <..  +   CA X  -    0\    A, 3-    Of    '.4  CA 4 -  0\   4 1
1      ) i U J \ 5 J  --      J

» 8(1202(2-3 8 4 (s,t)

---*"9.-•   A .......

C  b.z- »9 (.e-,«.'.) <(t'»/- Fo.-, i)'- «..,1)  (t ,/- F'..12-j,-»,0
«

i I
1-     i  cle.

et-£ 1   x
.....-

-'

r.--)
-   r»(S)

*          3   A 1' -  4 4 1                              ,             1X -

6              .     -1-, -     Mw&k -A41.- (t,k'-,a'- 2 Cir.-143:L) .
ra                   i                                                                      C                  r n    (2   0   ,  n / )' „

-             =  3
4-5

d Q+ Axi - .-.--.

"   d                           (1·+ 1' -»e-  2.(R'-*49 1.k.)
1.'-»,2 A  L      )  \  p ,  1-Q  //

1-  ·               -   r   (4, p, , P  )- .   6:* F, (,0 f i.lk-aili --

or>

82-'1,5    (144,-'n'- 2' (Fi, --F,j.*,Ri)

EE                        #r            'PR    (2  ,    p,  p. ''1-)·Pk   (fl,,   ,   p„p „,,+ )       P-    (= 0

41                                                                                                             t-  MA ti

-1.     (54)

We have explicitly written out the B-function as a sum over its

resonance poles:

\-7 ¥i , n#7 /    /
8„(s,t) = 1  r 4(51  -  'E  I R (.32, P.,9.0 | L Ek,pite,) P.(Z-,)

t 2- WH#                            h.                                                                 4 - /'Me (55)

Zt   *      s col "             4             i.3
• 'ti€\,0 1/10 0.£4  <e
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The summation is over all dual resonances, r  and r  are, in
( 17  , 18)general, some Pockhammer polynomials. ER' rL represent

the vertex connected residue functions. If we assume that

n 2rR(t)    ER(mn ) ' rL(t)  = rI (mn2), and only sum .over the leading

trajectory, we obtain the result of Section IV.

As explained in Section IV, the resulting expression yields

an amplitude .fhat goes to zero asymptotically, and therefore, does
not contain the Pomeranchuk trajectory.  The above scheme of

understanding the multi-Regge exchange however does give· us a

means of building up the Pomeranchuk singularity: it comes from

non-planar loop contributions of VS.  We make no attempt at this

time to sum up such contributions, but merely pcint out that the

model does have a means of generating such diffractive singulari-

ties.

the
The explicit use of/B4 function in the above arguments is

actually unnecessary.  Thus, in place of 84' we may write B(s,t),

where

8(s,tj    -    Re  8(sjt)  00* i  -liM £3(s,-t ) (56)

For fixed t, im B(s,t) 0 0 along the s, and the u-cuts.  The

basic commutativity of the eikonal vertex means that we shall be

interested.in the s-u crossing symmetric part of B(s,t).  Then

we may write

A
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A          f d (it·\  3(1+  ) ali cx kil D F                (57,
AQ )  Alri  r   1

14 ... j %-3                         0
A      -     D C  /4\   (.

X         <      f , o  a s '     Re.   f)(slt)       +    ;      f S.'13,1 ,»   ul.i    ,  /1     j

where J(1 /k-) is the Jacobian of the transformation from·k-9

1+  to  k_ 14   and  1 /k_ , <D  refers to the various propagators,

and N is the slow moving kinematic cut-off.

To get the results of IV, we employ the finite energy sum

rules on the integral over Jm B(s,t) to get a sum over Regge
(19 )

poles.  As N gets large enough, we may neglect the first integral,

and we recover the first term of the Regge eikonal.  The integra-

tions over the other variables give the vertex corrections

referred to above.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived a formula for large energy hadron-hadron

scattering which in eikonal form sums the effect of excitation

of hadron resonances and exchange of an arbitrary number of p

mesons or p trajectory Reggeons; the result is the so-called
Reggeized eikonal model.  If nothing else, it is interesting as

a complement to· several calculations which derive a scattering
amplitude of a similar form by using field theoretical techniques.

L
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Our calculation does not have an underlying model skeleton and the

key ingredient is a class of strong interaction sum.rules.  Unlike

field theoretical models, our calculation includes the effect of

isospin and high spin resonances; it does not give constant cross

sections, however, i.e. we are unable to introduce a vacuum tra-

jectory into our calculation.

There are several points at which our approximations may

break down and we have tried to discuss them as we went along;

a key limitation is our neglect of all vertex corrections and

self-mass or finite width corrections for resonances. Just as in

the dual resonance model, these may well play a key role in obtain-

ing constant cross-sections,  but  we are unable to hand].e  them,

systematically.  We also neglect production, though some remarks

on these last points are contained in Section VI.

One of the reasons that keeps us from examining in more

detail the structure of our results is our basic ignorance of the

p (p trajectory) + hadron = p (p ·trajectory) + hadron scattering

amplitude.  From the asymptotic behaviour of the graph with two

Reggeons exchanged calculated (Figs. 4a and 4b) in our model, we

see that our model must allow for a wrong-signature nonsense

(20)
fixed pole at J=l i n the p hadron = p hadron scattering ampli-

tude; otherwise our calculation of the asymptotic behaviour is

erroneous.  At first glance, it might ap#ear that the form for

1
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this v ·I- hadron -, p + hadron scattering amplitude employed

contradicts our basic assumption of Regge behaved amplitudes in

that we are using

-1-  i B C t·, 93
·-»

(58)

4                                            p,  pt    1»1«(t)    1'1 pcl)

-                                                                                                   p.t -903    of-

but note that once we have eikonalized, and our

eikonal form requires only a knowledge of the correct imaginary

part of the amplitude T, not of the full amplitude, and the

imaginary part of T is compatible with Regge asymptotic behaviour.

Note that this does not mean we are calculating the imaginary part

o f the hadron-hadron scattering,   as  we  are clearly doing 'more  than

this in our eikonal expansion; it is just that a knowledge of
 the'

imaginary part of the p-hadron = p-hadron amplitude is all th
at is

needed to calculate the full hadron-hadron amplitude generated by

p exchange in the eikonal approximation.

A final point on which we plead ignorance unfortunately is

(21)
the connection, if any, with the Gribov Reggeon calculus.  Tho

ugh

these techniques may supersede what we have done, allowing for

(22)
Pomeron exchange etc., it is not clear that they will provide

-         solutions to the questions discussed about asymptotic behaviour.
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Figure Captions

Fig. ,1. Hadron hadron scattering proceeding by meson exchange.

Fig. 2A. Amplitude for a+b+c - a'+b'+C.' in reggeon-resonance

scattering approximation.

Fig. 2B. Triple reggeon description of a+b-1-c -• a'+b'+c'.

Fig. 3. Meson-mason scattering correction term in two mason

exchange diagram.

Fig. 4. Contributions to two meson exchange terms.
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